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Feature Title Notes 

WISEid: Hot fix for name changes not found during 

name search 
Fixed the issue where changes to last 

name weren’t being found when 

searching in WISEid by name or when 

uploading contracts. 

WISEid: Allow click-through from Change Request 

comments icon to view comments 
Allows users to go right to viewing new 

comments on the Change Request 

page, reducing the number of clicks. 

WISEstaff: Hot fix for deleting contracts and 

assignments from the Staff List page 
Fixed the issue which prevented users 

from deleting all contracts and 

assignments for a staff person from the 

Staff List page. 

WISEstaff: Modify Staff Collection Checklist steps 3 

and 4 
Made some minor updates to the title 

of step 4 and tasks in the checklist to 

better describe the tasks within each 

step; moved the “snapshot complete - 

data is read only” task into step 3. 

WISEstaff: Add instructional content to the 

Licensing Download page 
Added instructions and tips to help 

users better understand how to use 

the licensing download to check the 

status of all staff licenses. 

WISEstaff: Add instructional content to the Upload 

Staff Data page 
Added instructions and tips to help 

users better understand the process 

for uploading staff contracts and 

assignments. 

WISEstaff: Remove some column totals from Public 

Administrative Salary Report 
The totals at the bottom of some 

columns were adding their data 

multiple times so those totals have 

been removed. 



WISEstaff: Change column order in Public All Staff 

Report download 
The column order in the download of 

the All Staff Report has been updated 

to more closely align with how the 

columns appear in the report web 

page. 

WISEstaff: Add messaging to the Audit Results page 

for licensing download 
Added messaging advising users where 

to find the licensing download. 

WISEstaff: Add licensing information to multiple 

pages 
Added the display of staff licensing 

details on the Edit Person and Add/Edit 

Assignment pages for easier 

comparison of active licenses to 

assignments. 

WISEstaff: Staff Checklist progress alert notification 

fixed 
The notification alerting districts they 

need to make progress on their staff 

collection checklist has been fixed to 

trigger only when appropriate. 

WISEid/WISEstaff: Show caret when user can 

change agency 
Added a caret to the right of the 

agency name in the header to indicate 

when a user has the option to change 

agency, if their user role is set up for 

multiple agencies. 

 


